PUBLIC SECTOR

Helping Government Serve
Citizens more Efficiently
and Cost Effectively
In an environment of rising citizen demands and diminishing public funding, we realise the
importance of cost effective, efficient contact programmes which meet public expectations.
Over the years, we’ve helped our government clients cut costs, rationalise services, introduce
new channels and quite simply make their organisations more accessible to the people they
serve. By doing this, we’ve simplified customer journeys, enabled channel choice and improved
access to selffunding services. Read on to know more about how we’ve championed successful
engagement programmes which focus on citizen needs, based on a clear understanding of
what’s best for your organisation.

We’re a Trusted Government Partner
Our Public Sector expertise at a glance

10

years of Public
Sector experience

400+
agents dedicated to
serve citizens

Services reach

222 countries
in 24

languages

Over

Self-service,
self-funding
solutions

1,000,000
interactions
annually via multiple channels

Analytics based
insights to support
policy making

Digital Transformation Centre in London to support government campaigns

Why HGS?
We are the government’s trusted customer management partners!
HGS is one of the only 4 contact centre providers to be included in the Crown Commercial
Service’s Procurement Framework. As a framework-accredited organisation, we are subject to
rigorous checks and monitoring so that public sector bodies can buy from us with confidence.
We understand the government imperatives in delivering service to citizens!
We have a track record of successful partnerships with a wide range of government
departments and agencies for over 10 years. This depth of experience allows us to rapidly
deploy best of breed practices, processes and innovation into government programmes.

Our Government
Client Portfolio

We are flexible and risk-takers!
We tailor our solution and commercials to drive efficiency and simplify the customer journey.
Every solution is unique and we orient our service delivery model around your specific
requirements. Our turn-key solutions are underpinned by shared risk-reward models.
We provide a dedicated team focused on business outcomes!
We understand the importance of delivering a service which meets service level
requirements without compromising on customer experience. Our team, many of who have
held key stakeholder roles within the public sector, will work with you to streamline and meet
operational targets while keeping a razor-sharp focus on delivering outcomes that benefit the
citizen.
We are Digital Transformation specialists!
We are proven experts at creating a compelling user experience which creates natural
demand for low cost digital channels. Our approach is ‘Digital by Choice’ rather than by
‘Default’. Our digital capability also extends into operational delivery and back-office, where
we leverage global best practices like Robotic Process Automation to help streamline and
automate processes.
We give you instant access to innovation!
Innovation is in the fabric of everything we do. And we believe it shouldn’t be just a onetime implementation at the outset of the contract. By connecting to HGS’s Global Innovation
Network you will benefit from the ongoing implementation of innovative practices that will
keep your service and user experience on the leading edge.

Our Services for the
Public Sector

4-Step Guide To Digital Transformation
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Encourage
digital uptake

1

through easy access
to low cost self service
and digital channels.

Capitalise on
technology
to simplify
customer
journey and
reduce cost
to serve.

Empowering
citizens
to help
themselves

• Digital Transformation
Services

Eliminate
contact

• Back office services (Robotic
Process Automation etc.)

through self
service
powered
by intuitive
knowledge
bases.

Promote choice
through self-funding
models, allowing access
to premium services.
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• Front office customer
management (voice, email,
web chat, video chat, selfservice)

• Customer Journey Mapping
• Complaints and
Compliments Management
• CRM/ Knowledge Base
management and desktop
integration
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• Social media monitoring and
response management
• Customer insight and
analysis
• Customised reporting

GOVERNMENT SUCCESS STORIES

UK Visas & Immigration
Digital Natural Assist solution predictively delivers
information at the earliest touch point to eliminate
contact and elevate user experience
Program Highlights
•

Digital transformation of a global visa enquiry service through an innovative
technological solution integrated on the Gov.uk website. Applicants from around the
world access the Gov. uk website, integrated with HGS’s Digital Natural Assist solution
which delivers predictive dynamic information as they self-serve. Applicants can also
choose to be assisted via voice, email or web chat.

•

Consolidation of 32 disparate visa enquiry services into one centralised solution
providing consistent and reliable information to applicants, powered by an intuitive
knowledge base.

•

2-site solution delivered out of London and Selkirk, serving customers across 222
countries in 24 languages.

•

80 customer service advisors handling over 90,000 transactions annually via multiple
channels.

•

Bringing together program stakeholders such as the Visa Application Centres and
Decision Making Centres to champion adoption of best practices and quality benchmarks
which drive customer satisfaction.

•

Utilising data analytics to identify complaint drivers from individual regions to inform
service improvements implemented by UK V&I Regional Managers.

•

Streamlining complaint management to reduce visa turnaround times and improve
outcomes for the applicants.

Value Achieved
Within a year of deployment:
•

Over 2 million applicants sought information from the GOV.UK website set up by HGS and
over 125,000 self-served via the portal.

•

£1.4 mn in cost savings passed directly to the applicants as a result of self-service.

•

Customer Satisfaction steadily increased by 20% for email and 19% for voice.

•

AHT decreased by 58% in 1 year.

“Having a supplier that is
adept at managing complex
self-service projects has
proven invaluable.
HGS is providing strategic as
well as operational support
as we continue to define the
role of digital channels in UK
Visas & Immigration.”
Alison Sharpe,
Service Manager –
UK V&I International
Enquiry Service

GOVERNMENT SUCCESS STORIES

Department for Energy and Climate
Change
Flexible, responsive citizen advice and consultation
service for reducing energy consumption
Program Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6-days-a-week Energy Helpline which help UK householders make energy efficient
choices through available government funds and energy schemes.
Consolidation of five separate solutions into one centralised HGS operation employing up
to 90 specialist energy advisors.
Highly flexible and scalable solution handling over 400,000 citizen enquiries annually via
phone and email.
Delivered in partnership with the Energy Savings Trust who maintains the complex
knowledge base of government policies and initiatives that support the Helpline.
Dedicated tier-2 consultation for customers who require additional support to navigate
to the appropriate suppliers and solutions.
Dynamic knowledge and training regime to respond efficiently to new energy initiatives
and changes to existing government schemes.
An integral part of the energy ecosystem, communicating with government departments
and Energy suppliers to ensure citizen needs are dealt with efficiently.
Supporting ongoing access to the Green Deal scheme, and vital programmes such as the
Affordable Warmth and the Home Improvements Scheme.
Utilising tools such as Energy Performance Certificates and Property Diagnostic Tools to
help citizens make informed choices on their energy savings.
Regular Agent Forums to provide business insights to support decision making by policy
makers.

Value Achieved
•
•
•
•

Up to 80% reduction in operating costs as a result of consolidation.
Helpline and TUPE transition achieved in 45 days without any reduction in service
performance.
Quality scores moved from 75% to 85%, exceeding client targets with the introduction of
focused training programmes.
Customer satisfaction has steadily improved and stands at a constant 86%.

About HGS
HGS is a leader in optimizing the customer experience and helping our clients to become more
competitive. HGS provides a full suite of business process management (BPM) services from traditional
voice contact center services and transformational DigiCX services that are unifying customer engagement
to platform-based, back-office services and digital marketing solutions. By applying analytics, automation,
and interaction expertise to deliver innovation and thought leadership, HGS increases revenue, improves
operating efficiency, and helps retain valuable customers. HGS expertise spans the telecommunications
and media, healthcare, insurance, banking, consumer electronics and technology, retail, and consumer
packaged goods industries, as well as the public sector. HGS operates on a global landscape with 40,000
employees in 66 worldwide locations delivering localized solutions. For the year ended 31st March 2016,
HGS had revenues of US$ 507 million. HGS, part of the multi-billion dollar Hinduja Group, has more than
four decades of experience working with some of the world’s most recognized brands.

“Our aim is to not only
deliver an excellent
service, but to support the
development of Government
policy by providing
unequivocal insight into the
way citizens are adopting
and implementing energy
saving measures. HGS is a
vital part of this process,
providing business insights
that support decision
making by policy makers.”
Andrew Benfield,
Head of Government
Programmes for Energy
Savings Service

Contact us at:
44 (0)845 194 9295
UK&Europesales@
teamhgs.com
@TeamHGS
www.teamhgs.com
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